
Clothes.’ It may be the very first example of the power of
political correctness. [The Senator summarizes the story, with
its conclusion that a little boy speaks up, ‘But the Emperor
has no clothes!’]Voices of Rationality

“That tale seems to me very like the way this nation was
led to war.From theU.S. Senate

“We were told that we were threatened by weapons of
mass destruction in Iraq, but they have not been seen.by Nancy Spannaus

“We were told that the throngs of Iraqis would welcome
our troops with flowers, but no throngs or flowers appeared.

During the U.S. Senate debate on the Bush Administration’s “We were led to believe that Saddam Hussein was con-
nected to the attack on the Twin Towers and the Pentagon,$87 billion budget for Iraq, a pattern of behavior emerged that

indicates that senior Congressional leaders are beginning to but no evidence has ever been produced.
“We were told in 16 words that Saddam Hussein triedstep up to fill the vacuum of leadership shown in the Demo-

cratic, and Republican, Party. The fact that the budget authori- to buy ‘yellow cake’ from Africa for production of nuclear
weapons, but the story has turned into empty air.zation passed on Oct. 17, obscures certain significant ele-

ments of the debate. “We were frightened with visions of mushroom clouds,
but they turned out to be only vapors of the mind.First, there was the passage of the amendment, put for-

ward by Sen. Evan Bayh (D-Ind.), which called for half of the “We were told that major combat was over, but 101
Americans have died in combat [as of Oct. 17], since that$20 billion in reconstruction aid to be issued as a loan. In

point of fact, this was an insane provision, which ignores both proclamation from the deck of an aircraft carrier by our very
own Emperor in his new clothes.moral and legal reality about the condition of Iraq, and is

likely to be abandoned in the working out of differences be- “Our Emperor says that we are not occupiers, yet we show
no inclination to relinquish the country of Iraq to its people.tween the House and Senate bills. Yet, the fact that it passed

by a vote of 51-47, with 9 Republicans ignoring the personal “Those who have dared to expose the nakedness of the
Administration’s policies in Iraq have been subjected toimportuning of President George W. Bush, reflects a certain

degree of independence from the ruling neo-conservative scorn. Those who have noticed the elephant in the room—
that is, the fact that this war was based on falsehood—haveclique, that could be important on other issues, such as the

investigation of near-treasonous intelligence lies and leaks. had our patriotism questioned. Those who have spoken aloud
the thought shared by hundreds of thousands of military fami-More important was the brave leadership shown by senior

Democratic Senators Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.) and Robert lies across this country, that our troops should return quickly
and safely from the dangers half a world away, have beenByrd (D-W.Va.), who, in their floor speeches against the $87

billion package, provided an incisive indictment of the Che- accused of cowardice. We have then seen the untruths, the
dissembling, the fabrication, the misleading inferences sur-neyAdministration’s evil drive towar, aswell as its disastrous

failures in the post-war period. These were speeches which rounding this rush to war in Iraq wrapped quickly in the flag.
“The right to ask questions, debate, and dissent is underso strongly violated the “rules” of the Democratic National

Committee against attacking the Bush Administration on its attack. The drums of war are beaten ever louder in an attempt
to drown out those who speak of our predicament in starkforeign and security policy, that it is notable that the DNC has

not yet put out a press release attacking Kennedy and Byrd. terms.
“Even in the Senate, our history and tradition of beingIn effect, as Democratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyn-

don LaRouche has pointed out, the two senior Senators have the world’s greatest deliberative body is being snubbed. This
huge spending bill has been rushed through this chamber ineffectively stepped in to lead their party, in the face of the

collapse of its credibility following the California Recall elec- just one month. There were just three open hearings by the
Senate Appropriations Committee on $87 billion, without ation. All the more extraordinary, then, that the President’s

father, former President George H.W. Bush, is presenting single outside witness called to challenge the Administra-
tion’s line. . . .his George Bush Award for Excellence in Public Service to

Senator Kennedy, at Texas A&M University on Oct. 7. Senior “But the time has comefor the sheep-like political correct-
ness, which has cowed members of this Senate to come toRepublican figures are also moving into opposition to Che-

ney’s reckless war policy. an end.
“The Emperor has no clothes. This entire adventure in

Iraq has been based on propaganda and manipulation. Eighty-Senator Byrd
Speaking on Oct. 17, Senator Byrd said the following: seven billion dollars is too much to pay for the continuation

of a war based on falsehoods.“In 1837, Danish author, Hans Christian Andersen, wrote
a wonderful fairy tale which he titled ‘The Emperor’s New “Taking the nation to war based on misleading rhetoric
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and hyped intelligence is a travesty and a tragedy. It is the
most cynical of all cynical acts. It is dangerous to manipulate
the truth. It is dangerous because, once having lied, it is diffi-
cult to ever be believed again. Having misled the American
people and stampeded them to war, this Administration must
now attempt to sustain a policy predicated on falsehoods. . . . NavyOfficersBreak

“ I cannot support a President who refuses to authorize the
reasonable change in course that would bring traditional allies Silence onUSSLiberty
to our side in Iraq.

“ I cannot support the politics of zeal and ‘might makes byMichele Steinberg
right’ that created the new American arrogance and unilateral-
ism which passes for foreign policy in this Administration.

The affidavit of Capt. Ward Boston, U.S. Navy, Judge Advo-“ I cannot support this foolish manifestation of the danger-
ous and destabilizing doctrine of pre-emption that changes cates General Department (ret.), was released to the public

for the first time on Oct. 22, in a hearing room of thethe image of America into that of a reckless bully.
“The Emperor has no clothes. And our former allies House of Representatives Rayburn Office Building, by the

Independent Commission of Inquiry into the Israeli Attackaround the world were the first to loudly observe it. . . .”
on the USS Liberty. Representing the Commission were
Adm. Thomas H. Moorer, USN (ret.), the former ChairmanSenator Kennedy

“Nearly six months have elapsed since President Bush of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Rear Adm. Merlin Staring,
USN (ret.), the former Judge Advocate General of the Navy.flew out to the aircraft carrier and declared ‘mission accom-

plished’ in Iraq. Today, we all know all too well that the war Moorer and Staring are chairman and director, respectively,
of the Liberty Alliance, an organization whose purpose isis not over; the war goes on; the mission is not accomplished.

An unnecessary war, based on unreliable and inaccurate intel- to bring about “ the convening of a new Naval Board of
Inquiry,” operating with Congressional oversight, to investi-ligence, has not brought an end to danger. Instead, it has

brought new dangers, imposed new costs, and taken more and gate the Israeli armed forces’ attack on June 8, 1967 on the
USS Liberty, which was sailing in international waters offmore American lives each week. . . .

“The trumped up reasons for going to war have collapsed. the coast of Egypt.
All the Administration’s rationalizations as we prepared to
go to war now stand revealed as ‘double-talk.’ The American A 36-Year Coverup

Captain Boston’s affidavit states, “For more than 30 years,people were told Saddam Hussein was building nuclear weap-
ons. He was not. We were told he had stockpiles of other I have remained silent on the topic of the USS Liberty. I am a

military man and when orders come in from the Secretary ofweapons of mass destruction. He did not. We were told he
was involved in 9/11. He was not. We were told Iraq was Defense and President of the United States, I follow them.”

“However, recent attempts to rewrite history compel meattracting terrorists from al-Qaeda. It was not. We were told
our soldiers would be viewed as liberators. They are not. We to share the truth.”

The affidavit describes how Boston, then the senior legalwere told Iraq could pay for its own reconstruction. It cannot.
We were told the war would make America safer. It has not. counsel for the Navy’s Court of Inquiry “ into the brutal attack

on the USS Liberty,” and his superior, the late Rear Adm.“Before the war, week after week after week after week,
we were told lie after lie after lie after lie. . . . Isaac C. Kidd, were given only one week to gather evidence

for the Navy’s official investigation into the Israeli attack.“No foreign policy in our free society can succeed for
long unless it is supported by our people. Our men and women The investigation was commissioned by Adm. John S. Mc-

Cain, Jr., then Commander in Chief of U.S. Naval Forces,in uniform fought bravely and brilliantly, but the President’s
war has been revealed as mindless, needless, senseless, and Europe (and the father of U.S. Sen. John McCain).

Boston attests: “Despite the short amount of time we werereckless. The American people know all this. Our allies know
it. Our soldiers know it. given, we gathered a vast amount of evidence . . . including

hours of heartbreaking testimony from the young survivors.”“We should never have gone to war in Iraq when we did,
in the way we did, for the false reasons we were given. But “The evidence was clear. Both Admiral Kidd and I be-

lieved with certainty that this attack, which killed 34 Ameri-now that we are there, two imperatives are absolutely clear:
America cannot withdraw now, leaving Iraq to chaos or civil can sailors and injured 172 others, was a deliberate effort to

sink an American ship and murder its entire crew.”war, becoming a danger to us far greater than it did before.
The misguided policy of the past is no excuse for a misguided The affidavit singles out the recently published book by

Jay Cristol, The Liberty Incident, as an “ insidious attemptpolicy for the future. . . .”
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